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The Sustainable 
Art Room

If you’re an eco-
conscious artist and
worried about how
your simple choices
might be impacting
the planet? Well, a
round of applause
for your thought
and consciousness.
You’re on the right
path! 

Let’s ponder upon our current situation to understand the
requirement for sustainable supplies. Most typical art supplies
are harmful to the environment which leads to an increased
carbon footprint. It is important to limit our use of toxic
materials and switch to more eco-friendly choices. It is not that
difficult to find good art supplies that are sustainable and
healthy for the environment, you just need the right guide for
better understanding. Well, this is it! This is the place to resolve
all your art problems and satisfy your eco-conscious alter ego!
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We can’t just
consume our way
to a more
sustainable world;
we need to start
making conscious
choices to take us
there.

Eco-Crayons: Homemade crayons
with minimal toxicity and a very
sustainable alternative to commercial
crayons that contain dangerous
material composition which is not
good for us and not good for the
environment.
Sustainable Easels- There are various
sustainable options for an easel other
than the regular oak wood. These
materials have better durability and
lifetime plus sustainability and that is
our main goal.Artist Jal S
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Natural Earth Paint- Paints created from
natural pigments and dyes! There are
many sources of obtaining paint other
than chemical synthesis. These natural
products are highly effective and less toxic.
Well maybe try some homemade recipes
and create your very own paint colours.
Recycled Artist Paper- This paper contains
cotton, hemp, and tree-friendly fibres and
is completely chemical-free. A sustainable
option to replace the regular paper.

As an individual, we can make a small change but as a community, we can
create a serious impact. Choices are simple but the effort is real. So before

buying anything make sure to understand the impact of utilizing the product
and if there is any sustainable option available for the product. 

Conscious points for conscious choices. 
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Eco Paint Brushes- These brushes can be
made of bamboo, corn, and animal hair.
These do have their individual pros and
cons so it comes down to your
requirement and availability.
Organic Chalk- For your scribbling and
doodling, consider using chalks made of
plant-based ingredients like hibiscus,
paprika, turmeric, spinach etc. These
chalks aren’t edible but they are gluten-
free and vegan!

Artist: Mridul T
Age Group: 11-15 Years

Artist: Ardra TP
Age Group: 6-10 Years

Artist: Manshul K
Age Group: 16-18 Years

Artist: Nila K
Age Group: 1-5 Years

Artist: Swasti S
Age Group: 11-15 Years

Artist: Ankita S
Age Group: 11-15 Years


